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Premium Polk Ultramarine® Sound System Available on Regulator Boats
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ELKHART, IN. – ASA Electronics has changed
the marine entertainment landscape with their
Polk Ultramarine® Complete DSP Sound
System, now available on all Regulator Marine
boats. Regulator has made this innovative
sound system standard on their 41-foot
offshore models and a premium audio option
on all other boats, including the brand new
26XO that debuted at the Miami Boat Show.
Every Regulator Marine boat featuring the Polk Ultramarine system has been custom-tuned
using true DSP technology to create a studio quality listening experience for every seat on the
boat. This premium sound system delivers crisp, clear audio by optimizing the music itself and
eliminating unwanted interference or distortion, no matter how low or high the volume.
“This is sound you have to hear to believe. It really is the best system out there and if you don’t
believe me, come listen to it for yourself,” said Brent Barrow, President of ASA Electronics.
All models using the Polk system have been outfitted with an array of speakers, all positioned
and installed with great attention to detail to ensure the sound is perfect for each application.
The 41 Offshore features 10 speakers and two subwoofers that are positioned and tuned to
create four distinct listening zones on the boat. The system is completed with the Polk UM2
stereo, offering Bluetooth steaming and control of using the Polk Ultramarine app, available for
Android and Apple devices, to give Regulator owners complete control of their music.
Catch Regulator Marine in booth F45 at the Atlantic City Boat Show until March 3rd!
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ASA Electronics® has been designing and manufacturing mobile electronic products for the
Marine, RV, PowerSports, Agricultural, Construction, Commercial Vehicle, and Bus industries
since 1977. Their proprietary brands are JENSEN®, JENSEN Marine®, JENSEN Heavy Duty®,
iN∙Command®, Marine Audio®, Voyager® and ADVENT® Air. ASA is also a distributor in specialty
markets for SiriusXM® Satellite Radio, Polk Ultramarine®, Klipsch®, and XKGLOW® products. For
more information, please visit www.ASAElectronics.com.
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